Reviews
“Fabulous hospitality”
Nesting among of the rolling hills of San Giorgio Josef and Jasmine’s apartment non only offers everything you could
want for a short break or a longer holiday but also: Stonnig views of the Abruzzo countryside and the spectacular Gran
Sasso muntain range; cleans and comfortable accomodation in a beaiutiful italian family house; fabulous hospitality; a
wonderfully relaxing retrait. We’ll be back.
Claire & Chris
“Amazing!”
Staying with Josef, Jasmine and their family was a wonderful experience. The accommodation and location were
beyond what I expected. The hospitality, and kindness of Jasmine and Josef were truly amazing. The food was organic,
home grown and bursting with nutrition and flavour. I returned to the UK glowing with health and happiness :) The
local area and scenery were breathtaking. There is plenty to see and enjoy, a true taste of traditional Italy :) Seeing
and understanding how Josef and Jasmine manage their farm in a thoroughly organic, eco friendly way was a
revelation and I felt privileged to have met them. I highly recommend staying here, it is far more than just
accommodation! Thanks
Mike
“Wonderful vacation in the organic paradise”
Me and my favorite person was lucky enough to holiday in this beautiful and unique corner of the Italian countryside.
House "Casale il Baronetto" - a beautiful and secluded place surrounded by mountains, nature and a unique kindness
and hospitality of the hosts Josef and Jasmine.
In all apartments of supported by cleanliness, warmth and comfort. Super delicious breakfasts are served from
environmentally friendly (organic) local produce. In the evening you can afford the pleasure - the divine varied Italian
dinner with cute and hospitable hosts who will gladly answer any questions, support the interesting conversation and
are regaled divine drinks for every taste. Joseph gave us constant attention - driving us in his car in a remarkably
beautiful and interesting places - a mountain pastures and mountain ranges with beautiful views, old fortress Rocca
Calascio and the church of Santa Maria della Pieta on top of the mountain massif of Gran Sasso, the old cityes in the
mountains, the Adriatic coast.
I will definitely will recommend my relatives, friends and acquaintances this amazing place of rest which is perfect both for the relaxation or an active rest. Of course - this is the place - where you want to come back :))))))
Natalia
Hello Josef and Jasmine,
I'm back home (and work) after our wonderful holidays in Italy. Karine and the children are in Pau at Karine's mother
for a few more days.
We keep very good memories of our stay with you. The children (and us) are enthusiastics at telling everyone about
the stay we had at your place: the beauty of the place, your kindness, the good conversations and Jasmine's excellent
food - the best we had in 3 weeks in Italy We envy your new guests, no doubt, they'll have unforgettable holidays. I send you a few photos taken at your place
and around (one more mail to come). We wish you all the best
Gaël, Karine, Roméo, Aurélien and Héloise
Josef and Jasmine are the nicest people. They made the best food we have had on our travels. The location was a joy
to be in. We had great conversations and would say it is an experience not to miss. Wonderful
Peter and Christina

